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You know about “security theatre,” right? That’s the kind of take-off-your-shoes-and-belt nonsense that was instituted at the airport post-9/11 to give
passengers the feeling that the government was protecting them from those dastardly Al-CIA-da terrorists.

Of course, these measures do nothing to actually prevent terrorism. Even the MSM mouthpiece media was forced to admit that the TSA never caught a
single terrorist with such practices.

But that’s not the point. These procedures are only there to give the impression that agencies like the TSA are actually keeping the public safe.

Well, guess what? As we transition from the post-9/11 “homeland security” paradigm to the post-COVID “biosecurity” paradigm, there is now an
equivalent to the security theatre phenomenon taking shape: biosecurity theatre.

I know you’ve noticed it already. The stickers on the floor at the supermarket telling you exactly where to stand when lining up at the cash register. The
“one-way aisles” telling you which way to walk as you do your shopping. The infrared thermometer guns pointed suggestively at your head before you
enter a public building, as if such a device could actually detect a fever within a fraction of a second of “scanning.”

Of course these gadgets and procedures are not meant to stop the spread of any infectious pathogen. They are merely there to make the public feel better.

But as ridiculous as all of this biosecurity theatre is, it just got 1000x more ridiculous.

What’s the latest example of biosecurity theatre? And what does it tell us about the nature of the biosecurity state that is being erected around us? Find
out all the details in this week’s edition of The Corbett Report Subscriber!

For free access to this editorial, please CLICK HERE.
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You know about “security theatre,” right? That’s the kind of take-off-your-shoes-and-belt nonsense that was instituted at the airport post-9/11 to
give passengers the feeling that the government was protecting them from those dastardly Al-CIA-da terrorists.

Of course, these measures do nothing to actually prevent terrorism. Even the MSM mouthpiece media was forced to admit that the TSA never
caught a single terrorist with such practices.

But that’s not the point. These procedures are only there to give the impression that agencies like the TSA are actually keeping the public safe.

Well, guess what? As we transition from the post-9/11 “homeland security” paradigm to the post-Covid “biosecurity” paradigm, there is now an
equivalent to the security theatre phenomenon taking shape: biosecurity theatre.

I know you’ve noticed it already. The stickers on the floor at the supermarket telling you exactly where to stand when lining up at the cash register.
The “one-way aisles” telling you which way to walk as you do your shopping. The infrared thermometer guns pointed suggestively at your head
before you enter a public building, as if such a device could actually detect a fever within a fraction of a second of “scanning.”

Of course these gadgets and procedures are not meant to stop the spread of any infectious pathogen. They are merely there to make the public feel
better.

Even The Bezos Post is aware of how ridiculous this all is. As Anna Fifield recently noted in a report on how Beijing is coping with the “new
normal,” the biosecurity precautions that are being put in place in China’s capital are demonstrably useless.

“Security guards with temperature guns man the gates at supermarkets and residential compounds, pointing them at the wrists of every
person who wants to enter. This is largely a formality, as the reading often does not reflect reality. This reporter has recorded
temperatures in the low 80s on several occasions, yet was alive enough to walk through the gate.”

Yes, that’s the essence of biosecurity theatre: it’s “largely a formality” and “does not reflect reality.”

But as ridiculous as all of this biosecurity theatre is, it just got 1000x more ridiculous.

Effective August 1st, the state of Wisconsin is requiring all state employees to wear face masks in state facilities. But the state’s Department of
Natural Resources (DNR) is going one step further: the department is requiring its employees to wear face masks during teleconferences . . . even
when they’re at home alone.

That’s right, people who are sitting at a computer by themselves with no conceivable possibility of spreading any sort of pathogen are being
required to mask up. And why? Because, as Natural Resources Secretary Preston Cole reminded DNR workers in a July 31st email, they are
“set[ting] the safety example which shows you as a DNR public service employee care about the safety and health of others.”

They’re not even pretending this is about health or safety at this point. The point of this exercise is (in their own words) to shape public expectations
of “acceptable” behaviour in the new biosecurity paradigm.

Talk about theatre.

But there’s a deeper level to all of this. The post-9/11 security theatre, for instance, was not just about justifying the budget of bloated agencies like
the TSA. It was also there to reinforce the narrative.

“Why are these jackbooted thugs at the airports frisking octogenerians in wheelchairs, making people empty their colostomy bags and generally
treating passengers like inmates during a prison lockdown? It must be because the terror threat is real! Thank goodness for those kind-hearted TSA
agents keeping us safe from the big bad terror bogeymen.”

http://www.corbettreport.com/
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Similarly, the Covid World Order biosecurity theatre is there to reinforce the narrative of the Big Bad Virus.

“So why is everyone suddenly forced to wear masks (even in Zoom meetings from home)? Why are we all standing on social distancing stickers in
line at the supermarket checkout? Why are students’ desks being encased in perspex? Why are security guards with infrared thermometers checking
everybody entering office buildings and other crowded spaces? It must be because the corona threat is real! Thank goodness for those valiant
government employees who are working to keep us safe from the big bad viral bogeyman.”

But in fact it’s even worse than that.

In the terror paradigm, at least the “terrorists” were identifiable bad men with evil intentions. According to the terror narrative, these were people
who consciously set out to cause death and destruction. Security agencies can and do treat everyone as a potential terrorist because they can claim
ignorance of people’s intentions until a thorough examination is done. But in our own mind, we know that we are not terrorists and that if we were
to be accused of terrorism it would be a false charge.

But in the biosecurity paradigm people are being accused of spreading a viral pathogen. According to the health authorities, there’s no way to know
if you are an “asymptomatic carrier” unless you are tested (multiple times, even). So maybe you are a biosecurity threat. If an agent of the state
performs an examination and deems you to be a carrier of the deadly SARS-Cov-2 (or whatever Gates and his minions are dreaming up for
“Pandemic II”), how could you refute it? In this case, your intentions don’t matter. You can protest your innocence all you want, but the tests don’t
lie.

Of course, the tests do lie. But again, that’s the point. It’s like another feature of the old fashioned security theatre: the metal detectors that operators
can trigger to go off at will, or the drug sniffing dogs that can be signaled to give a false alert. When the state wants to detain someone in the future,
claiming that their target “tested positive” for *insert scary-sounding virus here* will be all the justification needed for most normies to go along
with their incarceration.

In the end, biosecurity theatre is not as harmless as its name might imply. It is part of the societal conditioning that we are being subjected to. The
social engineers hope this conditioning will train us to:

a) believe in the seriousness of the biosecurity threat presented by SARS-Cov-2 (or whatever virus they tell us to fear next);

b) comply with agents of the state and other authority figures in whatever tests and screenings that are required to access any given space; and

c) create the uncertainty in us that anyone—even ourselves—could be a grave threat to public safety without even knowing it.

And now, as we are seeing in Melbourne, in Auckland, and in other places around the world where the public have seemingly lost their mind over
the “existential threat” posed by this “deadly virus,” there are all too many who are willing to move from biosecurity theatre to biosecurity
totalitarianism.

The public is being softened. And the worst is yet to come.
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1. Bull says:
08/15/2020 at 8:47 pm

Would be quite hilarious were it not tragically real. As I am already masked I wonder what they will insist this year when I refuse the flu shot. Full
hazmat?

Reply
2. HomeRemedySupply says:

08/15/2020 at 9:51 pm

James Corbett uses the expression Biosecurity Theatre .
I like that term.
It tags the game for what it is.

Corbett also says: “So maybe you are a biosecurity threat.”

I think I am a biosecurity threat…
My ears and face often glow red as my blood pressure builds.
I pace around, back-n-forth.
My knuckles hurt because of the clenched fists.
I think I am suffering from “Sanity Sickness”.
Cure me.
The CDC suggests that I need a lobotomy, or as an alternative, that I just need to hold a 5g phone to my head while swallowing fluoride toothpaste.

Reply
altittude says:
08/16/2020 at 5:19 am

Okay so i agree with everything that James explained in this article, but by the end of the article something just did not sit well with me.
Color me a crazy conspiracy theorist,or perhaps i have spent too much time in the darkness of the Rabbit hole, but something even more
sinister screamed out to me. Please bear with me or at least tell me i am either crazy or that this could be a distinct future scenario. This is
under the guise of ” its so stupid and not based in logic that its surely going to be dismissed by the masses” right?
Logic tells us that there is no way humanly possible to transmit the virus through a zoom call, no one disputes this common knowledge fact.
So logically the reaction of the masses would simply be to dismiss it and move on. correct? But what if that is precisely what they want you
to do? Move on Nothing to see here. And Yet, here we actually have a legislated law coming into effect on August 1st in Wisconsin.
My mind started swirling about all the absurdity of all of the dynamics in this narrative ,Such as ” What is the purpose of passing this when
clearly the public is already complying with the current control measures being implemented” to “How the heck would they even begin to
enforce this law when allot of teleconference platforms used are out of the reach of the Police state already?
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Then it hit me.
What if this is exactly what they want you to do is to dismiss it as simple absurdity, why?
How about to covertly start a legislative process to either wipe out platforms that are not currently under the watchful eye of big brother to
force platforms to erode privacy of users, or squeeze them into a capitulate with us or die narrative.
I mean i do not need to talk about the measure of censorship that have already taken place, but in order to obviously enforce such an absurd
law this has to be addressed at some point in their narrative. right?
What if this is just the next step of controlling the spread of information that they cannot currently control to further squeeze us into the
police state by taking away our only vehicle we dearly cling to life with?
Please tell me i”m reading too much into this, because even to me this appears even more sinister than i thought i could ever dream of.
And yet, here we sit with a bill of absurdity that has actually passed into law?
Is this another attempt at freedom of speech erosion?

Reply
Stronghorse says:
08/16/2020 at 1:35 pm

@altittude

Just because the state of Wisconsin is mandating it, that does not mean that there has been any legislation involved that would make
the edict a law. In fact, I have yet to see ANY of the numerous edicts and orders across the states that are actual “Laws”.
What is being referred to as, or called “Law” is really not a law at all, but rather an Executive Order. An “Executive Order” is an order
issued by a department head to instruct the employees of that department as to what is expected of them. The ONLY people effected
by these edicts, legally, are the employees of that department.
For example, when the President of the UNITED STATES issues an Executive Order, it only applies to the employees of the
Executive Branch of the federal government. It has no legal effect on anyone else.
Likewise, when a governor of a state issues an executive order, the only people effected by it are the employees of the state. Not the
citizens.
In a Constitutional Republic, which is what the united States of America is still supposed to be, (and legally is), no law can be made
except by legislation. That means by the House of Representatives and the Senate. Whether it’s the federal government or one of the
states makes no difference. Each state is governed by a legislative body, and ONLY that body can make laws.
Then only after having openly debated the issue on the floors of both the House and Senate. Input from the public, who according to
the US Constitution, as well as every state constitution, is where the true power lies, is required at some point.
Only after these requirements have been met, can any piece of legislation be forwarded to the President, or the Governor of the State,
for their signature. Only then does it become “Law”.
Currently, to my knowledge none of the legislative bodies of the United States, or any of the states, have gone through this procedure.
Therefore, the edicts are not actual “Laws”, and in an honest court of law, they will not hold up since all of them are in violation of the
constitutions of the united States of America and/or any of the states.
They know they are bluffing, it’s another attempt at power grabbing. It will only hold up if they are ale to cow the majority of the
people into believing they are within their authority. Which they are not.

Reply
phil_m says:
08/16/2020 at 9:24 pm

Unfortunately, virtually every state legislature created a law giving the governor of that state the authority to rule as they are
doing in a state of emergency. So the governors have all declared a state of emergency and so are theoretically acting under the
color of law, extending the state of emergency at will.

“…in an honest court of law….” Again, unfortunately, there are fewer and fewer honest courts of law. Most have been
corrupted and compromised, or threatened, to the point they bow to the will of their rulers. There are a few yet, but I’m sure
they will be put out of business before long, with kangaroo courts or administrative courts taking their place.

Reply
mkey says:
08/16/2020 at 5:52 am

I’m a bioterrorist for sure. Maybe we should have a bioterrorist support group, complete with a 12 step program.

Reply
HomeRemedySupply says:
08/16/2020 at 9:24 am

BSG – Bioterrorist Support Group
Thanks for the idea!

Didn’t you once mention this support group?
https://youtu.be/eOpGCGtCVsE
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This just may offer the cure, where I can shake it off with fire.

I’m a little timid. It seems too human.

…on fire! Na, Na, Na, Na, Na, Na, Na, Na, Na, Na, Na, Na, Na

Reply
mkey says:
08/17/2020 at 12:04 am

Something like that but with more guns and germs. We would also need something to set us apart and make easily
distinguishable from others. Maybe herpes?

Reply
3. Simon says:

08/15/2020 at 9:57 pm

The Fed’s Silent Takeover of the U.S.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=U_A4wUXlVAM

BestEvidence video from a couple of days ago. John Titus the author of the video was in discussion with James a few months ago.

https://www.corbettreport.com/john-titus-exposes-the-feds-coronavirus-lies/

Reply
andyalchemy says:
08/16/2020 at 3:55 am

Great videos! These should be watched and shared. BestEvidence has done some outstanding work on the Fed and the economy. He has
more videos coming that will go into greater detail, so build the base of knowledge in your mind and show others the door to this info!

Reply
mkey says:
08/16/2020 at 5:54 am

Another great podcast by John. I wanted to mention it somewhere in these threads, but got sidetracked. I’m glad you put it forth.

Reply
4. HomeRemedySupply says:

08/15/2020 at 10:06 pm

I want to BUMP this…

In Corbett’s “Recommended Viewing” is an August 10th
Dan Dicks (Press For Truth) interview with Del Bigtree of The Highwire
(on Censorship And The coming MANDATORY VACCINATION PROGRAM!)

Reply
5. taxSlave says:

08/15/2020 at 11:15 pm

Spot on James. The Fear Industrial Complex is softening up people to accept the chains of slavery.
Back in the 80’s when I started to wake up, I had the notion that the game plan before us consisted of reducing the “First World” countries to that
of the a “second World” existence, and perhaps raising the “Third World” countries up a bit to reduce the gap.
Now I see that they are going to reduce us all to a mean bare existence where the joy in life is crushed, and the population is culled so that “our
betters” can enjoy the green pastures of life with out us nasty mouth breathers clogging up the highway.
Thank you for you insight James.

Reply
6. HomeRemedySupply says:

08/15/2020 at 11:22 pm

This past week, I often thought about Corbett and his family going camping.
The kids are at a perfect age for this. What wonderful adventure and exploration! I’ll bet there were some beautiful lasting moments.
Maybe some bugs too.

I consider Alberta, Canada the Texas of that country, a frontier of sorts. I’m sure James is no stranger to the outdoors.
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But it is probably nice to be back home. To rest up. After exhaustive relaxing with nature.

Reply
7. robert.t says:

08/16/2020 at 12:07 am

The element of mockery is important to the scamocracy. The sheer pointlessness of the imposed measures is part of the process. We have to be
REDUCED.

As I’ve said before, it’s possible that their false flags and hoaxes are done badly on purpose in order to test our thresholds (and the effectiveness of
media saturation). But it’s also possible that they need to mock us as part of their dehumanising conditioning.

By the way, if some NWO media monitor or spook or snitch is reading these words of mine…

You think you are a trans-human in the making. You are not. You are an un-human in the making. The creatures pushing the Great Reset are
tormented by boredom, self-loathing and an inescapable sense of mediocrity. Your masters, for all their power, energy and resources, are shallow,
unhappy, inadequate, resentful brutes. They are smutty, low-rent criminals in lofty places. Think about that as you serve them.

Reply
cjsb says:
08/16/2020 at 2:27 am

Pointless punishments – like picking oakum or the treadmill. Presumably this sort of thinking was instilled in English “public” (private!)
schools where juniors “fagged” for the seniors. Ah, the good old days!

Reply
8. pearl says:

08/16/2020 at 12:14 am

We are truly living in bizarro world when the pastor of the mega-church mentioned in Ron Paul’s podcast is hailed as a libertarian hero. That
pastor is John MacArthur who is no freedom fighter but a tyrant. This same man has preached in the past that the American Revolution was
rebellion against God and His established government. The most likely scenario is that with the lockdowns, the money flow was drying up. These
despots only understand power and money. They couldn’t care less about the people.

Reply
cu.h.j says:
08/16/2020 at 1:57 am

I watched that podcast. In this instance what he did was right even if the motive was for money. The fact is that Covid doesn’t pose a
substantial risk that warrants this degree of fear and paranoia. Masks don’t work, most people who would get sick from it have already got
sick and herd immunity is developing in the healthy population (a good thing/what is desired). Validating this mass psychosis by compliance
is harmful to people.

I had a friend who committed suicide in July because of the lockdowns and this is not an isolated instance. These lockdowns are killing
people for no reason and they are wrong. I don’t care what this pastor’s motives were, the fact that he went against this bullshit is good. I am
the type of person who thinks that action and acts are more important than motives which is why I think capitalism (true free market)
without regulations is critical for a free society. Just my opinions though. I really enjoy the Ron Paul report.

Reply
pearl says:
08/16/2020 at 3:16 am

It’s part and parcel with the confusion of the days. Fortunately, my memory is still intact and unless I’m administered a forced
lobotomy, I’ll never forget MacArthur’s firm alliance with other protestant popes who defended pedophiles and rapists satisfying their
lusts from within their authoritarian, loveless institutions.

Reply
cu.h.j says:
08/16/2020 at 6:30 am

I hear ya. Sounds like he’s a real piece of shit-the phony minister that is.

Reply
pearl says:
08/16/2020 at 9:37 am

Ha! Couldn’t have said it better myself.
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Reply
9. ledhead1789 says:

08/16/2020 at 1:29 am

We need to continue noncompliance and opting out while we still can, in addition to building alternative communities yesterday. I live in a pretty
red state and still basically everyone is complying with the mask mandate. I’m one of maybe a couple total people not wearing a mask in at an
outdoor farmer’s market in a church parking lot!

I’d really love to patronize a bunch of businesses in my city that are resisting this, but I can’t seem to find any or at least there’s no way it’s being
organized and communicated openly. It seems increasingly paramount to get out of cities at the moment. Looking for alternatives, but I’ve been
shocked at how fast people have completely altered their behavior without question to comply with these tyrannical dictates. And unfortunately, I
really think the legitimacy of the election, regardless of the winner, will be brought into question and social unrest will make BLM protests look
like child’s play. Between pushing civil war-like internal strife in parallel with a new foe in China, they’re driving us right into scientific
dictatorship of the most Orwellian kind.

Reply
cu.h.j says:
08/16/2020 at 2:00 am

Maybe more education about how masks are ineffective, like flyers would be a good idea. That’s scary that you live in a red state that seems
to be complying with these stupid rules that have no benefit and may actually harm people.

Reply
HomeRemedySupply says:
08/16/2020 at 2:42 am

ledhead1789 says:
I’ve been shocked at how fast people have completely altered their behavior without question to comply with these tyrannical dictates.

Me too. I’m shocked. And I’m in Texas. (Of course a lot of blue state people have moved here over the decade.)
The small towns are more free than the urban areas.
But, I’m aghast at the compliance.

I put out some signs today.

Reply
Qno says:
08/16/2020 at 1:54 pm

What do you guys think of the M1llie Weav3r documentary? Effective salvo against the deep state? Psyop? Trump propaganda? Or
just more reason to be depressed? Certainly there is nothing in it that surprises me. But they do name names and spell out some pretty
clear crimes.

Reply
HomeRemedySupply says:
08/16/2020 at 9:36 pm

Millie Weaver
A few hours after her arrest, I caught the news cycle and posted updates here…
https://www.corbettreport.com/summer-2020-open-thread/#comment-91472

For me personally, the film’s biggest take-home was just how vast, vicious and advanced these Psychological Operations are.
These folks aren’t kidding around.
Like our food, so very much of the public ‘perception’ is blended with stuff that is not organic.

There is no argument that political factions, corporations and nations use these ‘tools’. We all know this.

But I can’t wrap my head around this idea that “our political party or persona” will save us with a solution to it all.

To me, “voting as a solution” is like walking from the mud into the quicksand.

Reply
10. cjsb says:

08/16/2020 at 2:20 am

To understand psychopaths and the games they play, I highly recommend “The Sociopath Next Door” (2005) by Martha Stout, and “Without
Conscience” (1993) by Robert D. Hare. They shine much light on current circumstances.
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Reply
cu.h.j says:
08/16/2020 at 2:33 am

I wonder if there is a way to use psychology against them. We know how they think and what makes them tick. I think people should be able
to use “dark psychology” against these fuckers. I think we need to explore all of the options. How does one beat a sociopath with the
extraordinary influence of the mainstream media and organizations that legitimize the propaganda?

There must be a way to reverse the mass brainwashing at least to secure allies in influential positions.

Reply
Qno says:
08/16/2020 at 1:52 pm

As far as I know there are only two ways to deal with psychopaths. One is to run as far away as possible (maybe not an option in this
case). The other is to defeat them by whatever means necessary. Yes, if you can trick them somehow, that would be awesome. But you
have to follow through and basically put them down.

I imagine, hope and pray that somebody somewhere is trying to hack Bill Gates’ smart home or something, and may they succeed.

Reply
cu.h.j says:
08/16/2020 at 2:23 pm

I think you are correct and I hope so too that someone hacks Bill Gates’smart home. I wish those pies in the face were
something else, to be honest. I don’t believe in the death penalty as a state mechanism but do strongly believe in natural law and
that a psychopath who has substantially harmed people and is a danger forfeits their right to exist.

Reply
Stronghorse says:
08/16/2020 at 2:22 pm

@cu.h.j

One thing I do, it to start snickering whenever I am in close proximity of a mask wearer that I am at least familiar with. While poorly
hiding the snicker. This usually invokes a response as to my behavior, which is the real purpose of my forced laughter.
I then apologize for getting caught laughing, but justify it by saying: “I’m sorry, but I though most people had figured out the scam by
now”, as sincerely as I can muster. This of course causes then to inquire just what scam I am referring to.
Now I’m able to show them a copy of the side panel of one of the boxes the masks come in, making sure to shield it from any other
people in close proximity, thereby making it something that not everyone should be privy to. Next comes a copy of the 1st
Amendment, the OSHA regulations, and/or anything else that they will look at, in no particular order, showing just what a farce the
whole mask wearing nonsense is. Up to and including numerous studies that have been done year after year on the ineffectiveness of
masks at the spreading of any disease.
I inform them about the true “WHY” of the entire charade, but just enough to get them curious enough to seek more information when
they get access to a computer. Always with the caution that they will not find what they seek unless they use some search engine other
than Google. All in a manner that will instill in them the belief that I understand that they already know more than they do, (or than
the average TV watcher), and that they must have just missed out on the information that I’m now “Catching them up on”.
If they stay long enough for me to show them 2 or more of the items I keep handy, they hooked, and are well on their way to
discovering more on their own.
They can’t help themselves, if you can manage to not offend them, they walk away feeling as if they are truly missing something.
Nobody likes to believe they are missing out on the “Inside Scoop”. Mostly of course, they want to be the one snickering the next
time.

Reply
11. southamerica says:

08/16/2020 at 2:51 am

So glad he’s back – the one journo that gives us proper links unlike most others. Activist Post has been really creeping me out this week with their
propaganda-ish articles and click-baity titles.

Like this quote from Phelan “There are already numerous reports of dissidents in the US being put into psychiatric hospitals and chemically
“lobotomized” with drugs.” SERIOUSLY? Because I spend most of the day reading and researching and I have not seen ONE report on this. If
this is true it’s huge and where’s the link?

Sorry to locate this in JC’s thread but I’m curious whether other readers have heard anything of Phelan’s quote above. AP has no comment thread
and if that wasnt the only place to get news from Spiro I’d unsub them.
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Reply
HomeRemedySupply says:
08/16/2020 at 4:00 am

southamerica,
You said it. I too am glad he’s back.

I looked through the Janet Phelan article.
Her statement “…the successful use of fluoride to dose the water in Auschwitz and other concentration camps in Eastern Europe” is a
Myth, a Canard.
https://www.corbettreport.com/episode-381-who-will-fact-check-the-fact-checkers/#comment-86984

However, the article she cites by Professor Parker Crutchfield is alarming. I read his article. Forced drugging and “mental illness” labeling
for conspiracy realists is not a stretch.
They still electro-shock mentally handicapped kids last I knew. (TruthStreamMedia I think)

I had to grin about the hormone example Crutchfield gave. Oxytocin.
I have tried that.
Years back when I was doing intensive research on herbs, vitamins, supplements and anti-aging approaches, I read some very interesting
studies and reports. So, I got some of that Oxytocin and tried it. Sometimes it was okay, but no big deal for me. (ha…porn stars would
sometimes take it.)

Anyway, in my opinion, Pleban may have a bit of hyperbole to the alarmist tone, but I can see where the Psychiatric industry might jump all
over this line of mental enforcement for those of us who do not comply.

I’m glad that you expressed your thoughts, SouthAmerica.
That’s what I like about Corbett Report comment section. We can speak freely.

Reply
12. debra.b says:

08/16/2020 at 2:52 am

This was yet another excellent article. James reminds us about what’s going on whilst not being repetitive. This is becoming severely crippling to
people on a psychological level. And, I don’t know about anyone else, but quite frankly it’s terrifying me.

The article listed under suggested reading “ 3 Ways Human Psychology is Being Exploited by COVID-19” is also an important article in terms of
the psychology. It offers some video examples embedded in the article which accompany the text.

It’s frightening and heartbreaking what’s happening. I’ve long been thinking that the psychological damage will result in carnage we cannot and
will not know the full extent of.

Psychological effects stay deeply rooted within you. They are sadly, too often not overcome. One can bring about healing. Which begins with
being honest with oneself and a willingness to face that truth whatever it may be. Then it takes time along with a constant effort and determination
to not allow it to consume or control you. It is not easy or simple. On the contrary, it’s brutal and complex. And, if doctors tell you that they fully
understand it, they’re lying. No one fully understands how the brain operates. Knowing oneself is the closest one can come to understanding.
Doctors don’t know you or your body better than you know yourself. A doctor who can admit that to you out loud and proceed based upon that
principle is a good and rare practitioner.

Have they broken people beyond healing? That’s the question that keeps replaying in my head. And, I fear the answer for many, far too many is,
yes.

Reply
Qno says:
08/16/2020 at 1:47 pm

It’s a war, and no doubt our parents and grandparents went through all this in various ways. It isn’t pretty.

Reply
13. andyalchemy says:

08/16/2020 at 3:49 am

The main thread here is that it is all about belief. Belief in the virus, belief in expert testimony, belief in the systems enacted to stop further spread
of disease, belief in the authority of government. Some homes in my neighborhood (Seattle, which is a haven for blind zealots of socialist dogma)
have new yard signs which have a bunch of empty aphorisms printed on them. The heading of the sign is We Believe. My favorite line is “Science
is Real.” Science and scientific fact are belief independent systems. The idea that science requires belief is obscurantist and misleading. Science is
a method of observation used to come to understanding of facts that exist whether they are measured or not, or believed in or not. “Science,” in the
context of these signs is dogma, a belief dependent system. Therefore it is only as “real” as one’s level of belief in it. This is Orwellian to the core.
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The statement being made boils down to “I have convinced myself to belief in a belief independent system, which I now make dependent on
belief, through my belief in it.” Astounding, but not surprising.
Maybe a little (or a lot) less belief, and more thinking. But, if you believe that you aren’t able to think for yourself, that someone outside you is the
Gates-keeper to truth and your mind’s ability to understand it, you probably aren’t able to think for yourself at all. How could you when you
haven’t been taught how to?

Reply
14. Ukdavec says:

08/16/2020 at 6:15 am

8 minute covid read from Australia

Paying for an epidemic of stupidity

We’ve handed control of our lives to a clown car packed with idiots who have wasted billions trying to defeat this virus. They will never admit it
was all for nothing.

https://www.theaustralian.com.au/inquirer/coronavirus-were-paying-for-an-epidemic-of-stupidity/news-
story/b403b6fa3b30879654a80d8e5c7aa6f0

Reply
Ukdavec says:
08/16/2020 at 6:17 am

Meanwhile from my home in NZ

MANDATORY quarantine

“How do you expose a dictator, make them act like one.”

https://twitter.com/_reddpill/status/1293786621477654528

Reply
HomeRemedySupply says:
08/16/2020 at 9:37 am

I feel for you guys down there.
The other day on the “Open Thread” I posted an article with the video.
Coronavirus:
All New Zealand’s confirmed COVID-19 cases to be put in quarantine facilities from now on
https://www.corbettreport.com/summer-2020-open-thread/#comment-91457

Reply
mkey says:
08/16/2020 at 7:04 am

That article seems to be behind a paywall, here’s an archived version.

http://archive.is/jvmoo

Reply
Ukdavec says:
08/16/2020 at 7:46 am

Apologies for that and thanks for the link

Reply
mkey says:
08/16/2020 at 10:43 pm

An excellent article nonetheless.

Reply
15. padraig says:

08/16/2020 at 9:48 am

hey mssr brock west can you comment on events in oz? from friends/relations.
tanks dude
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Reply
16. HomeRemedySupply says:

08/16/2020 at 9:49 am

I am kind of proud of myself. Maybe, I’ll stir things up a little with my mischief.

Today, Saturday the 15th, I put out some “Mischief” SIGNS
https://www.corbettreport.com/interview-1566-derrick-broze-announces-exposebillgates-day-of-action-2/#comment-91515

Reply
Fawlty Towers says:
08/16/2020 at 12:34 pm

“I’m glad that you expressed your thoughts, SouthAmerica.
That’s what I like about Corbett Report comment section. We can speak freely.”

Amen! I am currently undergoing a form of censorship at another site. You don’t know what you’ve got ’til its gone…

You should be proud of yourself HRS! Kudos to you!
You are my type of man. 

!

On biosecurity theatre and its effects…
A few weeks ago I visited family and was taking the elevator down to the parking lot. The ‘house rules’ are facemasks anywhere in the
building except your apartment.

Well when the elevator door opened there was a family of four or five people in the elevator all without masks. Of course I don’t wear one
either.
We smiled, they left the elevator on the ground floor and I continued to the parking floor.

Fast forward to yesterday. I was visiting my family again. Once again was taking the elevator down, this time to the main floor parking lot.
I get in the elevator, and immediately see an older man wearing a mask.
Doors close and he tells me there is a rule that I have to wear a mask.
I tell him I have a medical exemption.

He rushes to push the button to open the door and jumps out of the elevator as fast as he can!

The world has gone completely MAD!!!

Reply
ccuthbert2001 says:
08/16/2020 at 1:34 pm

“That’s what I like about Corbett Report comment section. We can speak freely.”

Ja, ja, ja, yes we can even though when we do, we’re berated for it.

I, too, have been censored from another site, by a libertarian. I wonder if he has emotional probs or something. Here’s the joke: he was
censoring my posts on his site and he cancelled my subscription to his nl, but he still accepted my monthly donations. !?! Great guy.

Reply
17. Libertydan says:

08/16/2020 at 11:18 am

“The British are coming, the British are coming”. Grab your guns and get ready to fight for your Freedom, your Property, and your Life. This is
what Paul Revere was to have yelled to the American Colonialists as the British Empire reacted to “The Declaration of Independence”. Paul
Revere was among those that would sound the warning so that the American Revolution could take hold. Without “Volunteers” like him the
British Empire would have hanged those that dared to rebel, to the last man. In no time the revolution would have been crashed.

So it is that I see James Corbett as a bit of a Paul Revere. He is sounding the alarm that the New world Order is coming and gives specific
examples with references as to how and why we should take this seriously.

Indeed, the masses are being Bred into conformity, as the manipulators laugh at how stupid they must be. I think of Mark Zuckerberg and how he
happily takes advantage “of all those stupid fuckers that are willing to give away their personal info”, yet I imagine that Bill Gates is not much
better. These people (if we can call them that) are Parasites on society. They are “A” Moral (without Morals). They are like a corporation that
exists to make a profit. They are like a machine that has no empathy for those that they harm. One might ask if they are even human, and with this
trans-human thing going forward it is a good question!
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Reply
Qno says:
08/16/2020 at 1:42 pm

Good question, and the answer is that there are psychopaths in the world. And psychopaths have bits missing but have learned to
compensate by turning on the charm. Many psychos are highly charismatic, highly accomplished, and absolutely ruthless in business. They
lack the internal checks and balances – notably empathy – that would stop many of us rising to the top. I would add that ALL institutions are
psychopaths, since the effective organisation of any institution inevitably means that survival of the institution is paramount.

An awesome book on this subject is David Gillespie’s “Taming Toxic People”.

Reply
18. ccuthbert2001 says:

08/16/2020 at 1:40 pm

James, what was your point in linking to the ridiculous fear porn site peak prosperity and the over the top, trapped in the wrong paradigm nonsense
from the German gibberish-spouting virologist, but I being redundant? He doesn’t seem to get the fact that all his supposed virus sequences are
self-reflexive and prove nothing.

Reply
19. 8Gc58 says:

08/16/2020 at 7:32 pm

Mainstream (lamestream) media in Norway is now “promoting” the use of drugs and tobacco to stay healthy from COVID-1984. No kidding. At
the moment it’s the top news article at the front page of NRK.no. Here is the full article:

https://www.nrk.no/direkte/xl/fa-rusmisbrukere-har-fatt-korona-_-overrasker-fagfolk-1.15108708

Reply
20. Steve Smith says:

08/16/2020 at 8:48 pm

“ belief in the authority of government.”

Hasn’t that always been the real issue? And has anything changed?
I am all for pointing out the stupidity and hypocrisy of the reaction to this supposed virus. I take every opportunity to express how ridiculous and
draconian most of these edicts are.
But I am always sure to bring it back to the root of the problem. Government. And the fact that it/they don’t have any inherent right to rule other
people who have not chosen to be slaves. This is the same exact argument that I used before corona. Only the examples of tyranny cited were
different.
I almost always get people to at least partially agree that the lockdowns and business closures and mask mandates are destructive, pointless and
unfair. Just as I can usually get someone to agree that the government has no right to force people to fund things that they disagree with. Such as
war and foreign military aid. But I don’t often seem to be able to get people to take the obvious next step towards anarchy.
And shouldn’t that always, no matter what era or what the current events, be the ultimate objective?

Reply
Jed says:
08/16/2020 at 9:54 pm

I started my own government, has dominion over me — there are no others. It’s turned out to be a monumental task, considering I’ve to
navigate through a world of organized crime syndicates that call themselves governments as well, but none of them can hold a match to the
savages running amuck around my dominion.

Reply
21. altittude says:

08/16/2020 at 9:28 pm

I feel like a huge chunk of my life is simply missing. I know i’m not alone in feeling this way. Honestly i have been asleep for most of my life.I
recently awoke to the reality of this upside down world and just when i thought i was gaining ground on the truth the “Bug” hit. I find it hard to
most days to discern what is factual, truthful, garbage, psy-ops, propaganda, covert intel yada yada yada. I’m not sure how anyone waking up
today is going figure it all out. It seem to me most here have been awake for quite sometime now. I find it hard sometimes to reply to the
comments i see here, as most of what is being said is way over my head, i’m not “there’ yet. I’m not sure i have enough time left to ever reach
“there”. I can say this though, The world will always be corrupted by the greed of those who only look to improve their position. While most
humanity want to just be left alone to go through life and enjoy it to the fullest(whatever that may look like to them) The real problem is simply
the idea that anyone has any right to rule over another at all costs. Unless humanity gets its crap together and starts in real meaningful ways,
without normalization, egos, double speak, sarcasm, and a self serving shameless self promoting agendas, humanity will be doomed to fail based
on the sheer numbers of those who have fallen through the cracks. If Everyone in these comments sections (that seem to think that they have some
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elevated level of academic thought or philosophy to better this world, then why are we all still here talking about the problems and identifying
them like some science rat who just discovered a new bug in a glass dish. Apathy and Complacency will kill everything. So please impart your
vast worldly knowledge upon me and tell me exactly how each of you intends to personally taken action to effect real change in this dying world,
or is this just another think tank unable to execute action. Enquiring minds want to know.I want to know.

Reply
Steve Smith says:
08/16/2020 at 10:56 pm

“ The real problem is simply the idea that anyone has any right to rule over another”
Yep. Thats pretty much it.

“ So please impart your vast worldly knowledge upon me and tell me exactly how each of you intends to personally taken action to effect
real change in this dying world, or is this just another think tank unable to execute action.”

I know for a fact that I have no vast knowledge about anything and never claimed to. And whatever action that I have taken may very well
be entirely different than what someone else chooses to do. But I will say this. Even before I was made aware of the great delusion that I
was a victim of for nearly a half century I knew that it just made sense to try to live as simple and as self sufficient a life as possible. I knew
that the secret to contentment was not to acquire more but to be satisfied with less. That the greatest pleasures and rewards in life are not
those that one can purchase. Etc. Etc.

Now that I am more conscious of what the real situation is concerning governments and natural rights, very little has changed. I have the
same goals, I have the same chores, I have the same enemies and challenges. It is just that now I understand clearly what I believe I always
knew on a more subconscious level.
I have always been idealistic to a fault. I have drawn my line in the sand. I don’t look for confrontation but I will not compromise my
principles. There are principles worth fighting and dying for. But it doesn’t make sense to martyr oneself unless you have a really big
audience.

It is easy to lose sight of the big picture in the midst of all the madness and it is a struggle sometimes to remember that nothing has changed.

My advice to anyone is to seek personal health. Both physically and spiritually. Keep working towards the goals that bring personal
satisfaction and fulfillment. Thats why gardening and keeping animals and playing my guitar are just as important now as they ever have
been. Perhaps more.
I advise trying to keep the pessimism at bay in spite of what appears to a hopeless cause. Because even if the world is beyond hope, (and I
don’t believe it is), pessimism is not conducive to personal health or contentment. And what the heck, might as well take care of yourself in
any case.
Most importantly perhaps is not allowing ourselves to become distracted and derailed by all the static.
Focus on the root of the problem. If we can stamp out the superstition of government authority, 99 percent of the evils disappear. It won’t
happen overnight. It might take many generations. But there is no other way to get where we need to go than to eliminate that poisonous
delusion. We mustn’t get sidetracked. And we mustn’t forget that this world is beautiful. Nature is beautiful. Creation, including humanity is
beautiful and we are blessed to be able to experience it.

If we allow them to steal all our joy and wonder then the terrorists have already won.

Reply
22. Lonepine says:

08/17/2020 at 12:12 am

For anyone who still hasn’t read up on RNA and it’s relationship to DNA, now is the time. DNA is a complex subject and probably for good
reason. I have a bare minimal understanding of it but I know enough, to know that I would never try changing my default settings. This is what the
RNA vaccine is designed to do.
Would you trust your auto mechanic or your crazy cousin Larry to perform brain surgery on you? Probably not. I should hope not anyway. There
isn’t a human on this planet who I would trust let alone authorize to alter my RNA or DNA in any manner.
Related information
The bible says that animals can procreate “each to their own kind” and science proves that this is true. Giraffes cannot mate with dogs etc etc. The
reason this holds true is DNA. All animals share certain DNA but specific DNA is relegated to classes of animals, such as mammalian, reptilian
and so forth. Those divisions or differences continue to widen as you work your way down to a specific species. Most of this should sound familiar
to anyone who paid attention in school. What allows us to procreate as humans is having the same structured DNA with the only real differences
being those which pertain to our physical features.
If RNA vaccines can change RNA then it is possible to change us into something non-human. DNA can be proven therefore, if our DNA is
changed sufficiently the case could be made that we no longer qualify as human which in turn could be used to deny us any human rights.
If our DNA does not change in unison or in the same exact way around the globe, humans will no longer be compatible with each other and the
species dies out. Be sure that Gates would never allow this filth into his body or that of his family.
Anyone willing to gamble? When the vaccine arrives, expect government to move quickly. President Trump has already stated that he has the
military “ready to go”. You average infantryman doesn’t have the training to administer vaccinations so you can guess what their purpose would
be.
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Operation Warp speed with the military to execute the vaccinations is a shock and awe campaign. People are being shocked into compliance
with the insanity and rapidness of what is taking place. Many people are held hostage to the emerging paradigm on account of financial
reliance on the system. Government employees are the first line of enforcers of the new normal, not because of their personal belief
necessarily, but because their paychecks depend on their compliance. Small businesses will be raided if they don’t enforce the
“recommendations” of the (private corporations) CDC and WHO as parroted by their State governors and departments of health. It is a daisy
chain of complicity. I work at an elementary school, and it disgusts me to see the masks, plexiglass, face shields, hand sanitizers, and 6 foot
distance enforced on our 5 years olds. I put up flyers at stores, complain to whoever I can, call my union and elected officials. The corporate
media holds tremendous sway over the minds of the masses. It is possible that the vaccine will be like a branding of our beings, with those
at the top cementing our chattel status. Some say the speed at which this is all happening is a sign of weakness and desperation on the part of
the controllers. I am not so sure about that.
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